Game of Corns | The Challenge is Real
To Benefit
BH Technology Group
Cornhole Toss is a lawn game in which players take turns throwing bean bags at a raised platform with a
hole in the far end. A bag in the hole scores 3 points, while one resting on the board scores 1 point. Game
play continues until a team or player reaches or exceeds the score of 21 by means of cancellation scoring.
All funds raised by this league will benefit BH Technology Group, a nonprofit whose mission is to enable
our community’s older adults to learn how to use technology to remain independent, stay connected to
family/friends and enjoy continuous learning at any age. To learn more, visit www.bhtechgroup.org. Thank
you for your support!

Partners

Many thanks to our Partners who made this league possible:

Cornhole Bag Sponsor

Cornhole Board Sponsor

Host Location

Game of Corns Rules
Our first and most important rule is to have fun! Please keep in mind we are a social, recreational
league so take time to get to know your opponents and teammates. Everyone’s here for a good
time, so please exercise sportsmanship!

Set-Up
Each Field consists of two boards spaced 27 feet apart front-to-front and two sets of 4 bags.

The Match
A match is made up of 1 game. Each game is made up of frames wherein two members of each
team (one at each end of the field) take turns tossing their team's bags towards the opposite
board, taking care not to cross the foul line. Play continues until all (8) bags have been tossed. At
the conclusion of each frame, the score is calculated, and the higher-scoring team adds the net to
its game total. Control of the bags is transferred to the players at the opposite board, and a new
frame begins. A game winner is determined when a team reaches or surpasses 21 at the
conclusion of a frame. Number of frames played varies per game.
Each league night each team will play 4 matches of up to 20 minutes each. A match winner is the
team that reaches 21 points first. (No penalties for scoring more than 21 points.) When a whistle
sounds, play is stopped and the team with the highest score will be considered the winner of that
game. Warm up begins at 6:00pm. Match times will begin at 6:30 pm and matches will continue
until approximately 9:10 pm.

Scoring
The object is to be the first team to reach or surpass 21 points. Points are scored by landing a
tossed bag on the board (1 point) and by having a tossed bag drop into the hole (3 points).

Once all eight bags have been tossed, players calculate the points scored per team. The team
with the higher number of points is awarded the point difference.
Example: Team A scores 8 points in frame 1, and Team B scores 2 points in frame 1. Team B’s 2
points are subtracted from Team A’s 8 points awarding 6 points to Team A’s net game total.

Scoring Discrepancies
All scoring discrepancies need to be taken to the league referee immediately. The league referee
will make the final ruling on all discrepancies. Please remember, we are out here to have fun! At
the end of the day, it is just cornhole with friends!

Beginning a Match
The captains begin the match with a coin flip or playing rock, paper, scissors. The winner
determines who gets to toss the first throw.

Knocking Opponents Bags Off Boards
This is a risky strategy some players like to use. It is fair game.

Violations Resulting in Bag Being Removed from Board
Bags may be removed from board if the player crosses the foul line before releasing the bag, the
bag hits the ground and bounces onto the board, or the bag strikes an object such as a tree limb,
indoor ceiling, person, etc.

Winning
The first team to reach a minimum of 21 points at the end of a frame wins the game.

Skunk
If a team is winning 13-0, it is considered a skunk and the leading team wins the game.

Playing Court
Players may stand anywhere to the left or right of the board but must stay on that side for the
entire match. Court area is anywhere behind the front of the board. Teammates stand at opposite
boards but must play on the same side.

Foul Line
The foul line is at the front of the board. Players must toss from behind the foul line. If a player
crosses the foul line on his/her toss, that toss does not count, and they cannot toss that bag again.

Player Requirements and Substitutions
A minimum of 2 players per team must be present to play. You may substitute players after a
frame (all bags have been tossed from one side) has concluded. If a player arrives late, they
cannot substitute in the middle of a frame. Players may substitute at the end of each frame.

Team Rankings
Rankings are calculated based on the total overall win/loss record per night and for the entire 3
nights of league play. If needed, a tie breaker will be based on points differential.
Example of Points Differential:
Night 1: Team 1 has 4 games and wins game one by 21-19, game two by 21-15 and game three
by 21-10 and game four 21-7. Total points of 84 – total points by opponents of 51.
Points Differential = 33.
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The 2020 Teams (In alpha order by company)
Company

Team Name

Aarons

Corn, Thugs & Hominy

AcquireTek

AcquireTek

Adapture

CHaaS

Applied Resource Group

ARG

Arista

I Got 99 Problems But a Switch Ain't One

ASK Staffing

Kickin’ ASK & Taking Names

Build Technology Group

Build Technology Group

Cumberland Group

A-Maize Bags

ETS Solutions

CornDawgs

GE Power

Jimmy Crack Corn

Graphic Packaging

Cornholio

GSquared Group

Baggin + Braggin

HUNTER Technical Resources

Professional Stalk-ers

Jabian Consulting

Jabian

Manhattan Associates

Bagnificent

Oldcastle Infrastructure, a CRH Company

Kings, Queens, and Guillotines

Optomi

Optomites

Quikrete

Big Money

Rollins, Inc

Rollins Young Professionals

Rollins, Inc

Rollins IT

Rubrik

Rubrik

Seneca Resources

The Extra Degree

TaxConnex

Connex

Women in Technology

Team Collins

About BH Tech Group
Proceeds benefit BH Tech Group, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit that helps older adults to lead happier,
healthier & longer lives by using technology to stay connected with friends & family, maintain
independence & remain mentally active. www.bhtechgroup.org
Game of Corns Steering Committee
Carrie Bates Hastings, Bates Hastings LLC
Devin Davis, MNJ Technologies
Daniel Guelzo, Optomi
Nancy Stith, BH Tech Group
Nancy Thompson, ReSearch Connection LLC
To learn more or to get involved, simply email info@bhtechgroup.org!
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